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Abstract 
 

Trade is increasingly being utilized to protect the environment and human 

rights. This article addresses the use of trade agreements to better labour rights 

and standards. This is done using two case studies. Firstly, the US – Cambodia 

Textile Agreement in partnership with the International Labour Organization is 

examined. Secondly, the Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement, one of the 

most recent Free Trade Agreements, which contains interesting labour 

provisions that set out to better the lives of workers. However, it is interesting 

to evaluate if such provisions are actually effective and if they impact the lives 

of the workers in the factories where goods are made. 
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I .  Introduction 

 

ince 1919, the International Labour Organization (ILO) has worked with 

governments, companies, and employees to develop labour standards for all, and S 
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some strides have been made since then1. The ILO even launched a Labour Provisions 

in Trade Agreement Hub which showcases the labour provisions included in a total of 

356 agreement2. However, the background paper for the World Development Report of 

2013 suggests that not only are improvements in labour rights few and far between in 

some regions, but they appear to be generally in a worse state than in 19853. The 

phenomenon can partially be explained by contextual elements of global labour 

governance. The combination of the liberalization of trade and the ever-growing 

influence of transnational non-state actors accentuates the need for a renewed 

approach to labour standards. The situation must be addressed as governments 

wanting to better these standards face difficulties regulating on certain aspects as they 

relate to actions performed outside of their borders and some governments are simply 

not willing to put in the necessary efforts4. In other words, non-state actors benefit 

from the liberalization of trade and, due to the transnational nature of their actions, 

national law is simply insufficient and ineffective to address transnational ignoring of 

labour standards. In response, the ILO and other actors of the international community 

started developing intergovernmental initiatives regarding transnational companies 

and private and voluntary initiatives5. A major problem with these initiatives is that 

they often lacked a major component to their success: incentivization6. In fact, 

incentives for the “recipient” state and transnational actors are essential to “strengthen 

effectiveness and increase commitment”7. The respect of labour rights ought to 

become an enticing investment for these actors. 

A potential avenue to fulfill this need for an initiative that includes state and non-

state actors is the inclusion of labour provisions within Free Trade Agreements (FTA). 

According to the ILO, FTAs have included this type of provisions and elements 

relating to labour since the 1990s8. The inclusion of labour dimensions within FTAs 

ranges from the implementation of norms into national laws and of dispute resolution 

mechanisms and the incentivization for companies to offer better working conditions 

for their employees9. The question at stake is then to determine if these measures are 

effective in changing the labour norms of workers within the states party to an FTA. 

This includes both government actions such as changes to national laws and 

regulations and the practices of non-state actors. The proposed hypothesis is that 

including different actors through provisions contained in FTAs increases the chances 

for effective change in labour norms in a given country. This is possible as incentives 

could lead to higher labour standards and help to implement the ILO’s standards. This 

also creates an incentive for businesses instead of only being directed to governments. 

Moreover, other than incentives, labour provisions in FTAs could facilitate the 

enforcement of pre-existing labour standards. 
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This article examines two FTAs that include labour provisions and determines 

whether these agreements were effective in implementing better labour standards and 

practices. The first section of this article explores the U.S.-Cambodia Bilateral Textile 

Agreement10. The second section will focus on the labour provisions contained within 

the Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement11. Each section first presents the labour 

provisions contained within each agreement and, second, examines the impacts of the 

labour provisions and their general efficacy. 

I I .  Methodology 

This article sets out to determine the efficacy of the inclusion of labour provisions 

within FTAs. To determine the efficacy, a simplified version of the framework 

developed by Jonas Aissi, Rafael Peels, and Daniel Samaan will be used12. This 

framework involves four elements which are: 

(i) considering labour provisions as a multifaceted "policy mix", consisting 

of several interrelated mechanisms and tools; (ii) differentiating between 

proximate (e.g. legal, institutional and political) and distant (mostly socio-

economic) outcomes; (iii) considering attribution by examining the process 

of impact at different levels and, ultimately, how labour rights and working 

conditions are affected on the ground; and (iv) suggesting a mixed-method 

approach that combines qualitative and quantitative methods.13 

The policy mix aspect is described as relating to “policy levers” that range from 

individual elements, national laws, regulations, incentives, and monitoring14. In terms 

of the differentiating of proximate and distant outcomes, it is important to note that 

proximate measures are measures that involve, for example, legal or regulatory 

reforms and are seen as being close to the acts of the government itself and, in turn, to 

the FTA15. Distant outcomes are impacts on the ground and, in this case, changes to 

the factories could be seen as distant outcomes16. The attribution process are addressed 

within this article, but it focuses mainly on the changes in conditions within the 

timeframe for which the FTA is applicable. This is important to note that other 

elements may have contributed to the changes in labour standards. The mixed-method 

approach simply refers to the importance of diversifying the types of data analysed to 

understand the impacts of labour provisions17. In sum, this will culminate in a three-

part approach to the analysis of the effectiveness of the FTAs: firstly, a description of 

the policy mix; secondly, an analysis of the distant and proximate outcomes that takes 

into account the different types of data and attribution processes; and, thirdly, a 

reminder of the contextual elements that may have influenced the success, or lack 

thereof, of the labour provisions. 

This framework will allow for a more holistic view of implementation. However, 

this article does not set out to determine the overall effectiveness of labour provisions 
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within FTAs. Rather, it determines the effectiveness of the two FTAs examined. These 

FTAs were selected for several reasons. Primarily, it was essential to find FTAs that 

included labour provisions and there was an assessment of the availability of data to 

analyse the impacts of the provisions. Nonetheless, some of the data was only 

available in Spanish. This information was not considered. Moreover, both of these 

FTAs were innovative and leading the way in their own right in terms of the type of 

labour provisions included within them. This will be further developed in what 

follows. 

This article is based on a review of the literature in the fields of law and 

economics and based on news articles, surveys, and reports from international 

organizations. Yet, this is not an exhaustive review of all business practices, national 

laws and regulations of countries party to the FTAs in question. 

I I I .  Discussion 

1. Labour Provisions in the Context of the U.S. -Cambodia 

Bilateral Trade Agreement  

 

The U.S.-Cambodia Bilateral Textile Agreement was an FTA18 concluded in 

January 199919. The textile industry in Cambodia represented about 75% of the 

exports of the country and most factories are owned by individuals that are not 

Cambodian rather those simply “seeking low-wage employment markets”20. Thus, the 

agreement touches upon an industry that is, on the one hand, significant in Cambodia 

and, on the other hand, motivate by cost-cutting measures. In the case of Cambodia, 

there was a strong drive to achieve better working conditions for factory workers and 

a labour code was passed in 1996 to foster this intention21. This code provided several 

necessary changes and improved labour standards. However, there was a greater issue 

at stake and this issue was enforcement. The enforcement was the responsibility of the 

Cambodian Bureau of Labour Inspection, which was underfunded, and corruption was 

also a problem as bribes were offered and reported cases could “result in trouble with 

[…] superiors, or worse”22. As a result, violations of labour standards were occurring 

with little to no repercussions for the employers. These violations include paying less 

than the minimum wage, retaliation against employees after protests regarding 

violations of the right to freedom of association, and many health and safety standard 

violations23. 
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a. The Labour Provisions within the U.S.-Cambodia Bilateral Trade 
Agreement 

 

The U.S.-Cambodia Bilateral Textile Agreement contains labour dimensions. It was 

the first time that a labour standard provision was included in a trade agreement 

negotiated by the United States24. The provision reads as follows: 

Cambodia shall support the implementation of a program to improve the 

working conditions in the textile and apparel sector, including 

internationally recognized core labor standards, through the application of 

Cambodian labor law [...] The Government of the United States will make a 

determination [...] whether working conditions in the Cambodia textile and 

apparel sector substantially comply with such labor law and standards.25 

In sum, this provision addresses not only the international labour standards in 

existence but, also, the implementation of a program to enforce these rules. This 

program was quite interesting for the Cambodian government as it filled a gap 

between the labour standards within their laws and the labour standards de facto. The 

United States, in exchange for the creation of this program and confirmation of 

“substantial compliance with Cambodian labor law and internationally recognized 

labor standards”, could increase the import quotas for Cambodian textiles26. At the 

time of the conclusion of the FTA, Cambodia was “subject to significant quantitative 

restrictions” by the United States27. Thus, the potential for increase in import quotas 

creates a certain incentive for the Cambodian government to conform to the standards 

and to implement this program. It was agreed that the program would be financed by 

Cambodia, the United States, and the Garment Manufacturers Association of 

Cambodia. The ILO would be responsible for its development and implementation28. 

Although the beneficiary of the program was Cambodia, it was mainly the United 

States and the ILO that developed several proposals that lead to the fourth and final 

project proposal29. The final project sets, as the standard, both international rights of 

workers and Cambodian labour laws30. This program had two elements. Firstly, the 

ILO created an “independent external monitoring program”31. Secondly, the ILO 

worked on capacity building to ensure that Cambodia resolves the enforcement issues 

it faced in the first place32. Thus, the program does not only monitor the situation 

during the period in which it runs but allows Cambodia to enforce their national 

standards and international standards in the future. The program, named the Better 

Factories Cambodia (BFC) programme, ran past the lifetime of the FTA and was quite 

broad as it was directed to all exporting apparel factories33. The broad nature of the 

program is explained by the fact that exporting factories needed to participate in this 

initiative to obtain an export licence34. In turn, this creates an incentive for factories to 

conform to the labour standards needed to obtain the necessary accreditation. 
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The monitoring conducted by the ILO in the context of the BFC was quite 

extensive and regular. The monitoring teams were set to visit each factory around six 

times yearly and these teams developed a check list of 156 indicators to verify upon 

each visit35. These indicators were primarily based on standards set out in the 

Cambodian Labour Code and therefore ranged from wages to freedom of 

association36. The ILO then provided summary reports three times a year using the 

information collected during the monitoring efforts. The BFC qualifies as a private 

compliance initiative (PCI)37. This categorization can be explained by the fact that the 

certification process is managed by the government, but it impacts companies, and the 

monitoring is done by organizations38. This initiative being a public-private 

partnership of sorts is the basis of this categorization. The impact is twofold. 

Generally, PCIs motivate compliance as the public actors put in place measures to 

pressure the private actors into respecting labour standards as sanctions are imposed 

and, in turn, companies create private monitoring to avoid said sanctions39. In theory, 

this creates a framework in which private actors not only respect labour standards, but 

make sure they are applied within their factories. 

 

b. The Impacts of the Labour Provisions within the U.S. Cambodia 
Bilateral Trade Agreement 

 

Theoretically, the labour provisions within the U.S.-Cambodia Bilateral Textile 

Agreement incentivise the respect of international and Cambodian labour standards. 

However, to determine efficacy and, in turn, the impacts of the labour provisions, 

several factors must be considered. 

Firstly, an assessment of the policy mix must be made to determine if several 

interrelated mechanisms and tools were put into place by the FTA. In this case, only 

two measures were put in place, on the one hand, the monitoring programming and, 

on the other, capacity building ensuring Cambodia’s ability to enforce national labour 

laws40. These relate primarily to the second type of lever as it relates to economic 

incentives through import quotas and suspension of export licenses for factories that 

do not respect labour standards and do not allow monitoring of labour practices within 

their factories. The FTA, by itself, does not include many levers. Although it must be 

noted that the presence of monitoring, capacity building, and sanctions reflect a 

certain level of mixing of policies41. On the flip side, the effectiveness of these 

measures must be taken into account whilst considering the legislative changes to the 

labour code, regulation changes, and other elements that came prior to the conclusion 

of the FTA or that were simply unrelated42. Inclusion of provisions that demanded 

changes to regulations, which constitutes an example of the first type of lever, could 
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have contributed to the changes in the labour conditions of Cambodian factory 

workers in the textile industry. However, the fact that these changes were made prior 

to the conclusion of the FTA within the labour code also explains why these levers 

may not have been needed. Their inclusion within the FTA would not have been 

useful as the problem with labour standards in Cambodia was not linked to the 

inaction of the state in setting them, but a difficulty in the monitoring and enforcing 

which is what the program created by the FTA developed more extensively43. In sum, 

the FTA may not have utilized a large number of policy levers, but the context did not 

warrant certain of these levers being pulled. Nonetheless, the effectiveness of the 

labour provisions within the FTA will be “evaluated relative to this mix of activated 

policy levers”44. 

Secondly, the distinction between proximate and distant outcomes is also 

important to note45. Although proximate outcomes are important and relevant, the end 

goal is typically to create distant outcomes as it directly impacts the individuals that 

are to be protected by labour standards46. The effectiveness can be determined by how 

the proximate outcomes lead to distant outcomes although it is not the only avenue to 

achieve this type of outcome47. In this case, as aforementioned, there were no policy 

levers relating directly to the changes in regulations, thus, rendering the possibility of 

proximate outcomes low to non-existent. The only true proximate outcome was the 

fact that exportation licenses were made conditional on the compliance with labour 

standards verified by the BFC visits48. This certainly contributed to the success of the 

more distant outcomes, but did not, in and of itself, trigger a massive change in 

compliance, The visits had to occur. In terms of more distant outcomes, the BFC went 

from monitoring a little over 100 factories in 200149 to 548 factories in 201850. The 

latter figure represents the covering of over 600 000 workers51. It is important to note 

that the publication of the reports emanating from the BFC created an unforeseen 

outcome. In fact, “[r]eputation-sensitive buyers sourcing from Cambodian suppliers 

could access compliance reports online and choose business partners on the basis of 

their labour standards’ records”52. In sum, the fact there were several months between 

the first and last visit of the year created a situation where a factory could readjust to 

make sure their compliance report was in order so as to do business with these 

buyers53. Moreover, it is important to understand that the goal of the BFC visits were 

primarily to detect non-compliance and aid factories in rectifying the issues detected54. 

Thus, in theory, these visits should have triggered a distant outcome as they work 

directly with factories to better the labour standards on the ground and, in reality, it 

did. The visits triggered an increase in compliance with most labour standards55. 

Notably, wages, reduction of overtime, and internal regulations showed an increase of 
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at least 5% within the timespan of five BFC visits56. This was encouraging as some 

elements such as the changes in apparel prices would have negatively impacted labour 

standards without the BFC57. However, this rise in compliance seems to have hit a 

plateau as stated in the 2018 annual report58. Nonetheless, this information must be 

coupled with the fact that, regardless of external factors that should have slowed down 

compliance, “[w]orking conditions improved dramatically during the last ten years of 

the BFC program”59. Thus, the BFC program that was created following the 

provisions included within the FTA was a success at accomplishing higher compliance 

levels with the Cambodian labour standards. 

Thirdly, although it was a success, certain qualifications must be raised. This 

situation was extremely peculiar in the sense that the United States opened their 

market to Cambodian factories in exchange for the implementation of this 

programme. Although this worked in this case, there were several elements that may 

have contributed to its success that were not necessarily linked directly to the 

provisions of the FTA. This was an industry-specific initiative within a country that 

was already trying to elevate these standards. Therefore, this type of initiative may not 

work without the proper policy levers when the levers were left dormant prior to the 

conclusion of an FTA. Moreover, there were certain elements that were not 

necessarily better after the implementation of the FTA. These were the use of 

chemicals, temperature, and machine safety60. The proposed explanation is that these 

elements were too costly61. This further proves this idea of incentives being needed 

and said incentives need to be high enough to trigger effective change. 

In sum, the U.S.-Cambodia Bilateral Textile Agreement contains labour provisions 

that put in place a programme that responded to the basic needs of the Cambodian 

government with regards to implementation and enforcement of norms they had 

already put into place. This was a success in most areas although other areas remain 

unimpacted by these incentives and monitoring. Although, generally, the FTA attained 

its primary goal of bettering the standards on the ground and ensuring some type of 

aid to enforce the established standards. Nonetheless, this success story must be seen 

as it truly is. A cocktail of different circumstances the were connected to the FTA and 

some were not connected to the FTA. Therefore, on its own, this is not necessarily a 

perfect blueprint to follow. Each situation will require certain levers to be pulled and 

others that can be left untouched. Regardless, it is an example of the power that may 

be wielded by involving the government, the international organizations, and the 

businesses both by helping factories and by allowing buyers to make better choices to 

respect labour rights. 
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2. Labour Provisions in the Context of CUSMA 

 

Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement (CUSMA) is an FTA that was originally 

signed in November 2018 between Canada, the United States of America, and 

Mexico62. Its predecessor, the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), was 

the first-time labour provisions had made their way into an FTA63. The reasoning 

behind the inclusion of labour provisions in United States FTAs is “to help ensure that 

countries not derogate from labor laws to attract trade and investment and that 

liberalized trade does not give a competitive advantage to developing countries due to 

a lack of adequate standards”64. Although NAFTA contained several relevant elements 

with regards to labour, the practices of inclusion of these standards has evolved since 

the date of entry for NAFTA in 199465. Thus, CUSMA has changed certain elements 

especially in matters which relate to dispute resolution and the strengthening of 

already existing provisions66. Moreover, this FTA was the first to include a labour 

value content which requires a certain level of minimum payment for a part of the 

production of a good67. For this reason, it is interesting to look into the different 

labour provisions contained in CUSMA. 

a. The Labour Provisions within CUSMA 

 

CUSMA is a massive FTA in terms of content containing 34 chapters and 12 side 

letters68. The FTA includes provisions that “requires parties to not only enforce their 

own laws, but also to adopt and maintain specific laws related to the ILO 

Declaration”69. This notion is essential because, as seen with the Cambodian example, 

adopting laws and enforcing them are two different challenges. This obligation of the 

parties relates to adopting and maintaining laws, promoting compliance by 

monitoring, and ensuring that there are no derogations from legislation that is in 

force70. Not only should countries party to the FTA not allow labour standards 

transgressions, but the importations of goods must be free of “goods made by forced 

labour” and they must ensure “commitments related to violence against workers, 

migrant worker protections, and workplace discrimination”71. As it relates to the 

differences between NAFTA and CUSMA, the latter obligation is the only new 

element72. 

More specifically, Annex 23-A of CUSMA binds Mexico to create laws prior to 

the entry in force of the agreement73. This legislative action related to forced labour, 

protection of unions, and impartiality of unions and independence of labour courts74. 

This places Mexico in a particular situation as they had to act between the signature 

and the entry into force of the agreement to avoid delays of said entry. In 2019, the 
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Mexican government adopted these labour laws and changed their constitution to 

enforce and implement these reforms75. In turn, Mexico demanded certain 

amendments to the original text of the agreement such as the creation of 

implementation committees and resolving a problem in which a government would 

refuse to select panelists in dispute settlements to block the process76. 

Other than specific measures to be taken by Mexico, the FTA covers many 

different labour standards such as freedom of association, abolition of child labour, 

and safety and health concerns at work77. It is broader than the U.S.-Cambodia 

Bilateral Textile Agreement in both the standards it covers, as the Cambodian example 

related exclusively to implementation and enforcement, and broader in terms of the 

industries covered as it does not only cover the textile industry. On top of the wider 

coverage, CUSMA contains provisions relating to the consultation processes, 

enforceability and remedies78. It creates a complex and well-rounded dispute 

settlement system to resolve issues. In terms of consultations, there is the creation of a 

council on labour that meets regularly and, notably, investigates the current legislation 

of countries party to the agreement and offers guidance and recommendations79. In 

relation to enforceability, there is a recourse to the dispute settlement provisions that 

can be used in a variety of situations as it is not limited to failures to enforce existing 

national laws or failures in terms of health and safety80. This means that the access to 

the dispute settlement system is simple in that it applies to a wide range of situations, 

thus, covering situations that would not have been covered by NAFTA81. In terms of 

remedies, there can be trade sanctions, monetary assessments, and the possibility of 

suspension of tariff benefits82. 

Furthermore, and more novel, there was a labour value content provision within 

the FTA. Put simply, this provision, relating to the automobile industry, requires that 

“40% of the content of passenger vehicles and 45% of the content of light trucks and 

heavy trucks shall be made in manufacturing plants in North America with a 

production wage rate that is at least U.S.$16/hour” to be able to benefit from the 

tariffs provided in the agreement83. However, it is not that simple. There are certain 

limits placed on the division of manufacturing, technology, and assembly in terms of 

the percentages that may or may not come from factories with a lower hourly wage84. 

This provision was strongly criticized by the Mexican side of the agreement as they 

benefited from competitive costs of production in the industry thanks to the lower 

wages85. This last provision resembles the Cambodian example in many aspects. The 

governments decided to offer an incentive for companies to offer better labour 

conditions, here a higher wage rate. Again, the onus falls on the companies to act and 

the governments will offer a financial incentive to act in the manner they wish. 
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In sum, in the case of CUSMA, it went above the idea of simply enforcing and 

implementing existing standards. It was the development of a new kind of provision 

that place the factories in a place where they get to choose their business practice and 

live with the consequences of their choices. It is a balance between the benefits of 

low-cost labour versus the savings arising from not paying tariffs.. Additionally, a 

dispute resolution system is set up to treat breaches of standards established by the 

ILO and by CUSMA. Moreover, Mexico was targeted from the get-go as the more 

problematic country in terms of labour laws and the putting in place of national laws 

can be mainly attributed to the agreement. 

b. The Impacts of the Labour Provisions 

 

CUSMA is a fairly recent FTA. The agreement entered into force on July 1, 202086. 

This means that it has only been in force for a little over a year at the time of writing. 

Thus, this section looks into the impacts it has already had, the reaction from the 

private sector, and the previsions that have been made with regards to the impact, 

again through the eye of the aforementioned framework. 

Firstly, the policy mix here may seem a little more extensive than that of the 

Cambodian example. In terms of changes to domestic regulations, the lever used was 

a labour reform that Mexico had to undergo prior to the entry into force of the 

agreement. This lever was not pulled in the Cambodian context because of the fact 

that reforms had already been done. Therefore, this is simply a different context. In 

terms of levers relating to the economic incentives and monitoring, the labour value 

content provision paired with the dispute settlement system allows for a more well-

rounded use of different levers. The Government of Mexico must enforce laws, the 

private sector must decide if the incentive is interesting enough to cause a shift in 

practices, and the dispute settlement allows for a way to enforce the rights protected 

both under the agreement and the corresponding national laws and regulations. 

Secondly, there is much to take into account with regards to proximate and distant 

outcomes. As it relates to the Mexican law reform, it is essential to note that although 

laws have been enacted, the states that needed these reforms the most have the 

application of the reforms postponed. In fact, the application of these reforms is in 

some cases postponed until 2022 and even 202387. Changes to legislation is an 

example of a proximate outcome and can be a relevant change. However, because of 

the postponement, it is difficult to establish the impact of these measures to distance 

outcomes such as better labour standards in factories themselves. Nonetheless, when 

the reforms come into effect, it will create and ensure several labour standards such as 

the protection of collective bargaining and a gradual rise in hourly wages more 
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generally and not only within the automobile industry88. As it relates to the dispute 

resolution system and the rapid response mechanisms, it is important to note that 

generally corporations can sue the government, but the workers do not typically 

benefit from any such right89. The rapid response mechanism allows, in theory, for a 

quick and effective process for collective bargaining and labour-organizing groups and 

it allows for sanction directly against the companies90. Moreover, this also relates to 

the “need to educate their Mexican managers in the first place to obey the law and not 

interfere with workers’ organizing rights”91. This interrelatedness comes from the fact 

that companies will be liable for not respecting labour standards. As it relates to the 

labour value content provision, several elements must be explored. First and foremost, 

this provision is believed to be a measure to slow down outsourcing from the US to 

Mexico92. When looking at the average hourly wages in the automobile industry, this 

makes sense as, in 2016, Canada and the United States already offer over US $30 and 

their counterpart, Mexico, only offers US $3.9193. Therefore, the US $16 floor set by 

CUSMA seems to discourage outsourcing to Mexico. Moreover, with regards to the 

provision, it is important to note that only approximately 40% of automobiles made in 

North America would benefit from the provision. Thus, a lot of work needs to be done 

if manufacturers wish to benefit from the clause. This is the context in which this 

provision sits with regards to the automobile industry. The actual impact seems to be 

unclear at the moment, but scholars and surveys offer insight. On the one hand, 

scholars tend to see this provision as one affecting mainly the consumers as this will 

trigger a rise in consumer prices and companies will have to adjust if the wish to 

perform this switch in business practices94. On the other hand, this will allow for an 

increase of the wages of Mexican workers and prevent some outsourcing.  These 

involve fairly distant outcomes as they relate to business practices and how they will 

affect not only the consumer, but the worker as well. Furthermore, it is important to, in 

the absence of evidence of concrete changes that have already occurred, note the 

reaction of the automotive companies. A 2019 survey was conducted to take the pulse 

of automotive executives95. Seventy-eight percent of respondents thought that 

CUSMA would have “a positive impact” on the market over the long-term96. 

Moreover, 63% of them also predicted an increase in the cost of production97. This ties 

into the idea that consumer prices may also be on the rise as a result, but only 58% of 

respondents believed that it would lead to an increase in price for the customer98. 

These elements are relevant as they are considered by the companies when deciding if 

they should modify their practices based on this incentive99. Furthermore, certain 

statistics speak to the intention, or lack thereof, of the respondents with regards to 

actually changing the practices. In fact, 73% of respondents believe that there will be 
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an increase in the cost of labour in the near future and 78% wish to find North 

American suppliers in the near future100. These numbers show that there is at least 

some shift that is contemplated by the companies especially the latter figure as it 

could relate to the fact North American suppliers would respect the floor set out in the 

labour value content provision. Moreover, this would also relate to reducing 

outsourcing in general which was one of the issues cited101. In sum, although it has not 

yet been implemented into practice, it is an avenue that is contemplated and that 

would create distant outcomes as it would change to wages of employees, although 

almost exclusively in Mexico. 

Thirdly, it is essential to remember the context in which this FTA is to evaluate its 

efficacy. In fact, it is difficult to evaluate the actual impacts this FTA has had already. 

However, there is some evidence that suggests that companies are interested in taking 

advantage of the incentive provisions associated with labour value content. However, 

in light of how new this agreement is and the impacts of COVID-19 in which 

“employers are still trying to assess and mitigate labor costs arising due to COVID-

19”, it is difficult to see progress in terms of wages as priorities were established 

based on different objectives when the pandemic struck102. Thus, it is too early to 

determine whether this FTA will in fact help, but there are some encouraging 

indicators and there are a lot of interconnected elements between governments, 

workers, customers, and companies with regards to labour standards in CUSMA. 

IV Conclusion 

The two FTAs presented show promise in the inclusion of labour provisions 

especially when paired with incentives for companies so that the ones in charge have a 

reason to treat their employees with care and dignity. PCI in FTAs as voluntary 

mechanisms with an incentive seem to, in the two examples chosen, lead to some 

changes. However, the two examples also show that two different contexts require 

very different levers to be pulled. Moreover, they also show how provisions can be 

used in very different ways. In the Cambodian example, it was used to better enforce 

laws that were already existing, and it created a situation where buyers were taking 

into account compliance when purchasing goods. In the case if CUSMA, it impacts not 

only the workers, but customers and business practices such as discouraging 

outsourcing. This shows how impactful these measures can be but, also, how 

important it is to look into the potential impacts to avoid unpleasant and unforeseen 

outcomes. 

In sum, although very narrow in terms of field of application, the Cambodian 

agreement was a success in the sense that it accomplished what it had set out to do: 
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help enforce and monitor labour rights in the textile industry. Applying the same test 

to CUSMA, the answer would be quite different in the sense that one of the main 

provisions, the labour value content, was intended, not primarily to help workers, but 

to prevent outsourcing. It might be effective in that sense, but it is rather soon to 

determine the actual effectiveness of the labour provisions in CUSMA. Thus, it is 

impossible to extend the proposed hypothesis, but one thing can be said: incentives 

did trigger change or will to change both by the governments and the non-state actors. 

Although the inclusion of labour dimensions has been used for decades, the two 

examples presented show that they can take many forms and respond to many needs 

within the work force. More importantly, both of these FTAs exist because of a very 

important condition, the will of the governments. The creation, and eventually the 

effectiveness of FTAs, “has crucially depended on the political will of the countries 

concerned”103. Thus, it would be difficult to conclude that this would be a viable tool 

for the worst violators of labour rights such as Bangladesh, India and Zimbabwe104. 

The success of labour rights seems then conditional of the will of the government to 

act. When it does want to act, the ILO will be there to help them as seen in the 

Cambodia example. Regardless, incentives and putting the powers of the state, the 

companies, and the international organization together seems to create a set of 

circumstances that allows for the betterment of labour standards, but these are two 

examples, and it would be relevant to look into FTAs more generally to determine a 

formula for success. Said formula would have to be quite flexible. 
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